






Looking backwards in order to move forwards in an analysis of Pina Bausch’s Bluebeard
Dr Sophia Preston SDHS conference 2008

A detailed structural analysis of Pina Bausch’s 1977 work Bluebeard: on listening to a tape recording of Béla Bartók’s opera “Duke Bluebeard’s Castle” reveals a multi-layered structure to the dance.  The way the central character “continually rewinds the tape, chopping the music up and dismembering it” (Schmidt 1983 p83) provides perhaps the most obvious structure to the dance and one which carries readily identifiable meanings.  The dance also retains something of the opera’s original structure since Bausch never changes the order of the score and effects only minor cuts.  Many of the movements described in the opera’s stage directions appear in the choreography, establishing both another connection between the two works and a structural interplay derived from the way in which these stage directions and movements appear at different moments in the opera and dance.  Superimposed upon, or underpinning, these layers is another “mirror” structure in which crucial moments of the first half of the dance reappear in the second half in reverse order and/or with “reversed gender”.  Thus, as the dance continues to progress forwards through the narrative, it also moves backwards through the original order of events.  

In order to identify detailed internal structures of the work I have, of course, myself looked back to an analytical methodology of some thirty years ago.  This methodology, called variously “close reading”, “new criticism” or “structural analysis”, was employed by (amongst others) Professor Wilfrid Mellers, the Head of Department when I was taking my first degree in music at the University of York (England) at the end of the 1970s.​[1]​  Professor Mellers died last month (May 16th 2008) and I would like to dedicate this paper to his memory with thanks for the many inspiring lectures he gave, all of which encouraged us to gain a greater understanding of the music we were listening to through detailed structural analysis leading to the construction of meanings, expressed in increasingly poetic (some might say flowery, but I always found to be highly expressive) language.
In using an analytical strategy of the 1970s, I do have the excuse, or reason, that I am looking at a piece of the 1970s; but actually this is not, or not the only, reason that I am using it.  Although Wilfrid Mellers is famous for having applied the same analytical methodologies to contemporary popular music in the 1970s, writing books on the Beatles as well as on Bach and Beethoven, he was for the most part considering music that was at least decades, and often centuries, old.  Bausch, on the other hand, was (certainly by 1980 and, to a lesser extent, in her works of the mid-1970s) incorporating postmodern strategies into her tanztheater.  In many of her pieces, there are elements of self-reflexivity and radical juxtaposition that foreground the social construction of both gender and identity, in a way that Bach and the Beatles just don’t.  I do, therefore also employ all sorts of poststructuralist strategies when reading Bausch – in fact when watching anything.  I am bound to do so, I live in a postmodern age, but I also revert to Professor Mellers’s reading strategy when I am experiencing almost anything (dance, film, life) so long as I find it an appropriate strategy, so long as it takes me forward in my understanding.  

One of the reasons I am making an argument for the continued validity of a structural analysis, is that I think it is something that we all do – it is part of the “matching” that Acocella (2001) feels we are all “hard-wired” to do.  By making a close reading of a work (which of course necessitates allowing there to be a ‘work’ to be read) I am able to expose details in that matching and in what I persist in calling “deeper structures” within the work (pace Barthes) which I only appreciated in a generalised way, as an undercurrent, in early viewings of the dance.  I am convinced, however, that these deeper structures did have some impact and meaning – were significant to me – even on first viewing.  

I first saw Bausch’s Bluebeard on a small-screen TV, lying on the floor of a friend’s sitting room and the fact that we were both slowly drawn in to this lengthy work until we were profoundly moved by the end, was due at least in part to our (shared and privileged) background.  As young middle-class women in England in the mid 1980s, we not only knew a number of versions of the folk-tale well (having read them repeatedly in childhood) but we were also both reasonably familiar with Bartók’s opera, at least aurally if not visually.  It is clear that Bausch felt that it was important that the audience does know what is going on in the opera, since she not only uses the German language version (rather than the Hungarian original) but also arranged to have English subtitles for particular moments shown on the British TV broadcast.  

The folk-tale of Bluebeard is found in many versions in collections from France, Germany and Britain and has had many modern retellings in plays, operas, novels and short stories.  The versions are so varied that they could be said to share more a set of family resemblances than one of defining characteristics, but these generally include: previous dead wives; a key to a door the heroine must not open, but does, secretly, in her husband’s absence; the last minute saving of the heroine and destruction of Bluebeard by another man, or men (usually her brothers) and a lot of blood.  

Balázs’s libretto for Bartók’s opera has almost none of these elements (apart from the blood) while still being identifiably drawn from the same story.  Perhaps the most important difference is that Bluebeard is present throughout the drama, trying to dissuade his new young wife, Judith, firstly from even entering the castle and then from opening any of the seven locked doors she sees in the castle’s dark hall.   In Bausch’s treatment of the opera, we see a set that looks like the leftovers of a baronial hall when all the furniture and fittings have been removed, leaving just traces and marks where they used to be on the walls.​[2]​  The floor is covered with dried leaves suggesting desiccation rather than decay and the only furniture is a plain wooden chair on which a man (dressed in a heavy overcoat, but with bare feet) is sitting at a tape-recorder which turns out to be on a moveable trolley.  A woman in a deep pink dress is lying on the floor on her back, her arms bent with the lower arms held straight up, hands open as if waiting to receive something or about to clap her hands.   I call these two protagonists B and J, since their movements are so often synchronised with the voices of Bluebeard and Judith, the only two vocal roles of the opera.  

B walks slowly to J and, after some hesitation, sinks down to lie in a foetal position with his head on her chest.  She, with some difficulty, drags him backwards along the floor.  After a few seconds, B gets up and walks to the tape machine which he switches on.  We hear the opening deep descending notes of Bartók’s opera as B walks back to J and dives down again.  She obediently drags him along again, her whole body sweeping from side to side and her legs scrabbling for purchase against his weight.  Suddenly B gets up, goes over to the machine and rewinds the tape to near the beginning and starts the whole sequence again.  This happens twice more but on the next repeat B lies on his back on top of J and hangs there limply while she drags him again.  Having changed to this new position, B seems able to leave the tape running for longer, but as soon as a voice is heard, he again leaps up to switch it off and rewind it for a shorter time.  

At this point my friend Jenny turned to me and said “I’m sorry Sophy, but I may not be able to stand this!”  I was a bit worried (it was her TV) but encouraged her to stick with it.  What neither of us had noticed, and I only remarked when I made an in-depth analysis of the dance, was that the man is leaping up and stopping the tape when a minor second (two notes a semi-tone, or half-step, apart) are heard played by high wind instruments in the orchestra.  What nobody knows at this stage on first hearing the opera, is that this interval is going to be heard every time blood is noticed behind each door and even oozing out of the walls of the castle itself.   B, from the start, is apparently trying to stop J in her determined progress through the piece, just as Bluebeard repeatedly tries to prevent Judith from opening all the doors and thus breaking down the barricades he has set up against his darkest secrets being revealed.  It is only when B has taken up the same position that J has relative to him at the end of the work (when she is dead) that he allows the music to continue through the blood motif.  This is just one of many clues that B has worked his way through the opera before, many times, and that the whole process and narrative have a circular inevitability.

B is the only person onstage who can operate the tape-player and one level of the structure Bausch builds up through the dance continues to be determined by just when he switches the tape off, repeats sections or is persuaded by Judith to turn it on again.  For instance, there is a crucial moment in the opera after Bluebeard has very reluctantly let Judith open the first door only to reveal a torture chamber.  Bluebeard sings on a rising F# - C: “Are you afraid?”  Leafstedt (1999) identifies these two notes as underpinning the opera and they form an augmented fourth or (as Prof. Mellers would definitely have mentioned) what has been known since medieval times as “the devil’s tri-tone” or “devil’s interval”.   Judith simply repeats her demand for the keys to all the doors and Bluebeard almost shouts in angry frustration: “Tell me why you want to Judith!”  In the opera Judith replies with what Paul Griffiths (1984 p64) calls: “the simple answer and the awful truth” – “Because I love you”.  Before we can hear this, however, Bausch has B hastily turn off the tape.  J, who has fled up stage and is visibly shaking with fear, has to shout out the line instead (in German) “Weil ich Dich liebe!”  Since the “awful truth” is out, B turns on the tape and we hear Judith’s almost agonised, yet beautiful, soaring vocalisation of the line.

Much earlier in the dance – in fact after the first time B has left the tape to play for any length – Judith is singing that if Bluebeard does not let her enter the castle she will simply lie down and perish on his “icy threshold”.  We see J echo the stage direction that Judith has “her hands pressed to her breast.”  She then leans back into B’s outstretched arms only to find that he does not catch her, but leaves her to fall backwards to the floor.  She immediately gets up and repeats the lean backwards and the fall, again and again, with B standing, arms out all the while but stupidly immobile.  It seems to me that Bausch is at one and the same time giving a straightforward physical rendition of the “lying down and dying” while also exposing the way that Judith is gaining control of events even as she places herself in the role of victim.  If Bluebeard does not let her in, if B does not catch her, she will simply go on and on falling.  It is only when Bluebeard is heard singing: “Let the castle door be shut behind us” (which also appears as a subtitle on the TV screen) that B catches J and leads her back to the tape recorder, where he again stops the tape.

At this point Bausch makes the greatest departure from the opera in that she has nine more couples enter the stage, in a long, slowly shuffling, line, hands linked.  The men are wearing suits and the women long dresses in single colours but with lace and flounces somewhat in keeping with the period in which the opera was written (1911).  J goes to one woman after another (and on one occasion to a man) and pulls them out of the line, forcing their heads up to face B and pushing their hair back from their faces.  As soon as she leaves each one, however, the head drops down forward again and each woman takes off her top dress to reveal a plain under-dress like Judith’s own, underneath.

Some six minutes later (18 minutes into Bausch’s work) B has again run to the tape player to switch it off as soon as a high oboe is heard heralding Judith’s first awareness of the seven locked doors.  As B stands as though immobile for as long as the tape is off, one woman slowly draws herself to her feet, considers the man sitting slumped against the wall next to her, leans down, takes hold of one his legs and pulls so hard that she pulls him away from the wall.  His only response, however, is to scoot back to the wall and resume his slumped, head-hanging posture.  Throughout the dance so far, J has been repeatedly trying to stroke B’s face, as Judith sings “Can no light enter your castle?”, only to be brutally shoved back down each time Bluebeard sings “No. Never!”  Here, as each woman, including J, repeats the first woman’s actions to the man nearest her, again and again, but always with the same unresponsive reaction, it seems clear that each of them is trying and failing to make any kind of meaningful contact, even to be able to have an argument.  This is passive aggression of the first order, coming from the men.  

The pulls are followed by a slowly worked-through sequence in which, in each case, the woman tries to take the man’s arm only to have it snatched back and then to stroke his face, only to have it turned aside.   I call this the “rejection sequence” and we see it repeated immediately after the men are finally, reluctantly drawn to their feet, only to stand immobile as the women run in to hug them each time B rewinds and repeats a short fragment of the tape in which Judith asks: “Why are all the seven [doors] bolted?”.  As B moves the tape on to repeat Bluebeard answering: “So that none can see what lies behind them.” The men drop to the floor and snatch first their hands and then their heads aside each time the women try to touch them.  

All these sequences of action are repeated, grouped in reverse order and with reversed gender much later in Bausch’s work.  76 minutes into the dance, B has voluntarily switched on the tape to play Bluebeard actually encouraging Judith to open the fifth door.  In a blast of triumphal chords in C major from the full brass section, supplemented by additional brass off-stage, the power of Bluebeard’s full kingdom is revealed.  Judith’s response is a high C “Ah!” which I think we can all agree would universally be identified as a notated scream.​[3]​  J is sitting nervously on the floor with her back up against a wall.  B takes hold of one of her ankles and yanks her away from the wall with such force that she is pulled metres along the floor.  She immediately scuttles back to sit, looking fearfully up at B, only to be yanked ferociously away again.  
This is followed by the “rejection sequence” with J snatching back her hand and turning her head aside, B drawing her to her feet and repeatedly running in to hug her while she remains impassive.  J shrugs herself out of B’s embrace as the men did earlier to repeat the rejection sequence only to be drawn to her feet again. Then B steps behind J and suddenly pulls her down to the ground, falling to the floor with her.  J immediately scrambles back to her feet only to be pulled down again by B, the number of pulls being the same as the number of times J fell through his arms six minutes into the piece.  

Despite her fearful reaction to Bluebeard’s kingdom, Judith still stubbornly demands to open the last two doors and is finally granted “one more key”.  This opens the sixth door to reveal (as is subtitled on the TV screen) “a lake, unmoving, mournful waters”.   The rest of the cast run in and each woman places one foot in a man’s hand to be lifted high above him, one hand on his shoulder, one arm outstretched as though in a typical waltz, or social dance hold, only with the woman lifted a couple of feet into the air.  The women are thus raised high as though on a pedestal (with the usual concomitant lack of power and mobility) but are all also drooped over, with their long hair hanging down as though matching the sorrow of the “Lake of Tears” being depicted in the music.  They also resemble the image, found in a number of versions of the folk-tale, of the corpses of Bluebeard’s previous wives hanging from the walls of the secret chamber – an image more closely copied earlier in the dance.   The women descend to the floor and slowly remove their top dresses only to sink to the ground with the men and then as slowly recover their first positions while B pushes the tape machine in-between the couples, gathering up the women’s dresses as he goes.  He finally stops by J and, one after another, beyond what seems physically possible, he determinedly puts dress after dress on her.

Bausch is here echoing the destruction of Judith in the opera.  The seventh door opens to reveal not the hacked-up corpses of Bluebeard’s dead wives as in many of the folk-tales but instead a ghostly darkness out of which emerge three previous wives, pale and beautiful, kept in an endless living death and described by Bluebeard as his wives of the dawn, noon and twilight.  While Judith begs for mercy in heart-rending vocal writing that (as in the rest of the opera) reflects both Hungarian speech patterns and the more universal sounds of human sighs and cries of pain and sorrow, Bluebeard insists on covering her in jewels and a cloak and thus consigns her to the same living death as the other three.  

At the moment that B is pulling J down to the floor in a “reverse repetition” of her opening falls signifying “lying down and dying” Bluebeard is presaging the moment when his former wives are revealed as he sings (of his kingdom) 
All is thine for ever, Judith.  
Here both dawn and twilight flourish.  
Here sun and moon and star have dwelling.  
They shall be thy deathless playmates.
Thus, Bausch’s repetition of the straightforward metaphor for death (now “caused” by B pulling J rather than J simply falling) at the opening of the fifth door, matches the way in which both the text and the music at this point in the opera presage Judith’s fate.  Leafstedt (1999) notes that the music here and at the opening of the seventh door (which he identifies as two major climaxes of the opera) are both in a C tonality – the opposite end of the tonal axis from the F# tonality that begins and ends the opera.

These are just a few examples of events that are repeated in both halves of Bausch’s Bluebeard.  The mid-way point in Bausch’s work, about which the order and gender are reversed, comes at the opening of the third door.  This is not the mid-point of the opera which is (both in terms of time and tonal structure and, indeed, the climax of the work) at the opening of the fifth door.   What Bausch has identified, however, is a crucial turning point in Balázs’s narrative.  Bluebeard was very loath to give Judith the keys to the first two doors and keeps refusing to give her the last two, but he almost presses on her the key to the third, fourth and fifth doors opening respectively onto his treasury, armoury and kingdom.  In some versions of the tale Bluebeard’s new wife is persuaded to marry him despite his ugliness because he is so wealthy, and even in this very different version, the treasury is the one place from which Judith takes something, choosing for herself jewels, a crown and a splendid heavy cape.  

At this point in the dance J moves behind B and, taking his arms from behind, guides him, rather clumsily, both to stroke his own face and to clap his hands.  It is as though J feels that she is now gaining some control over B, managing at last to touch his face, even if only at one remove, and to perform one of the actions by which B controls the other dancers at the end of the piece.  When, B and J (and Bluebeard and Judith) do finally kiss, though, it is the moment of J’s destruction and B’s hand claps are performed as he drags her lifeless body around the hall, smothered in the other women’s dresses.  These are Bausch’s version of the jewels, crown, and cape with which Bluebeard has “crowned Judith” until she “gradually becomes numb with death”, as Balázs puts it in his notes.   Bausch has chosen as a turning point the moment when Judith thinks that she may be gaining control but is in fact simply selecting the means of her own destruction.  

The matching of the structure of the dance to the opera, even including the stopping and starting of the tape (in fact especially in the stopping and starting of the tape as, or before, crucial musical motifs are heard) reveals how Bausch has not only echoed but also reinforced and enhanced the dramatic and emotional impact of the opera.   The fact that the turning point of the dance is also the turning point in Bluebeard’s attitude to Judith’s determination reveals yet again ways in which Bausch enhances the opera through her use of structure as well as through physical metaphors.  All these conclusions are absolutely reliant on my “close reading” or “new criticism” approach but, as I say, I am more and more convinced that this is an approach taken by most in the audience.  
In February of this year I took a party of students to see a double bill of works made by Bausch in the same period: Café Muller (1978) and The Rite of Spring (1975).  I also bought tickets for friends of mine who are professional musicians who have kept up with watching contemporary dance in London.  We were all greatly impressed by an experience which was variously reported as “life changing”, “left me speechless for three hours” and “the best thing I have ever seen on stage, ever.”  What I am pretty sure about is that not one of us was watching the programme and thinking “now I must put on my 1975 spectacles and remember to keep the original context of this piece in mind” and nor were we looking at it through the entirely postmodernist framework that some would have us believe must be used for 21st-century work.    If the Wuppertal Tanztheater performances in 2008 of mid-1970s pieces only worked for an audience of dance historians then it could not long survive as a company – and nor should it, as a performance company.  No, surely the thrill of seeing great works of the past is in the way that they work now and the layers of meaning, the interplay of references and texts, they have accrued down the years since they were first made.

This is not something we have a problem with in music, with pieces being played on and off for centuries, acquiring what my students would call a “random” set of associations but never (or only intermittently and with “random” sections of audience) losing an immediate power to move.  When we read books by past authors, or see performances of plays by past playwrights we don’t react to them as historical artefacts but as writings that still have something to say to us.  We learn from Bach or Shakespeare each time we experience them and we know that to look for a depthless interplay of texts would be a wilful misreading.  So why do we have such a problem in dance?








^1	 ENDNOTES1 In his obituary Peter Dickinson writes that Prof. Mellers “developed a technique based on applied historical knowledge and derived from the study of literature, where the context is used to inform understanding of the work itself.” (2008 n.p.)
^2	 2 The set is unnervingly reminiscent of the remains of the palaces built or requisitioned by Nazi leaders such as Arthur Greiser in Poland and the former Austro-Hungarian Empire in the 1940s – the period of Bausch’s childhood.  The single upraised straight arm of the women as they are carried on the men’s shoulders 36 minutes into the dance, as the high strident clarinet notes accompany Judith’s realisation that the walls of the castle are wet with blood, makes it more likely that Bausch is making a deliberate reference to Nazi horrors here.
^3	 3 I am here deliberately provoking those (including myself) who believe that there is nothing that is universal, natural or essential.  I know (from personal experience) that even babies learn, in a short time, to cry differently and laugh differently depending on both their own personal circumstances and the wider cultural world around them.  Any audience of either Bartok’s or Bausch’s Bluebeard however, is going to recognise the sounds of human anguish and distress even if there can be a number of interpretations as to what has caused this one.© Copyright 2008 Sophia Preston
